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Waldemar Cordeiro & Franz Mon 
The first exhibition at MINI/Goethe-Institut Curatorial Residencies Ludlow 38 
presents selected works from two pioneers of Concrete Art and poetry, 
Waldemar Cordeiro (*1925-1973) from Brazil and Franz Mon (*1926) from 
Germany. The exhibited pieces reach from the mid-1960’s to the present and 
combine sculpture, collage, and computer printouts with typewriter text work. 
Departing from a mutual interest in the deconstruction of the photographic 
image, language and typography, the work of both artists oftentimes follows 
rigid concepts. Attributes of Concrete Art such as the structural focus on 
materials and processes, the appropriation of constructivist language, and the 
search for the general reduction of expressive means emanate from their 
practice. Logic and rationality became a founding principle of Ruptura group, 
which Cordeiro was involved with from 1952 onwards. Similar characteristics 
can also be found in the work of Mon who says that “Concrete Poetry for me is 
poetry of principles, there is a principle you invent and then you carry that 
through, whatever happens.”1 Both artists worked in a variety of media and 
interestingly maintained day jobs as their principal income, which enabled them 
to produce work without market pressure. Cordeiro was a visual artist, computer 
programmer and mainly gained a living as landscape designer, and Mon has 
been visual artist, writer and producer of audio plays but spent his mornings 
working as a schoolbooks’ publisher.  
Before dedicating himself entirely to Computer Art, Cordeiro worked as a 
painter, was the principal theoretician of Concrete Art in Brazil and participated 
in what is being considered a key moment for the birth of Concrete Art: the 1st 
São Paulo Biennial in 1951. The recognition for analytical abstraction that came 
when Max Bill was awarded the international sculpture prize at that Biennial 
developed an agency with concrete abstraction (vs. expressionist abstraction) 
and encouraged Brazilian avant-garde circles to follow this direction.2 Departing 
                                                
1 Conversation with the author, December 2010 
2 The origin of the international movement of Concrete Poetry has been attributed by another 
source to a later meeting which took place at Ulm in 1955 between Eugen Gomringer, then 
working as secretary to Max Bill at the Hochschule für Gestaltung, who made the acquaintance of 
Decio Pignatari, a Brazilian teacher of Industrial design and Communication theory who was 
spending two years in Europe. “Both were already active in the field of experimental poetry. 
Pignatari had combined with the poets Augusto and Haraldo de Campos in forming his 
Noigandres group in 1952. Gomringer had published his first collection of ‚Constellations’ 
(Konstellationen) in 1953. Both had in fact considered using the word‚ concrete’ in connection 
with their work, but they had been entirely unaware of each other’s existence. The meeting at Ulm 
not only opened up a channel of communication between Gomringer and the Noigandres poets, 
but it also led to an agreement that their work should henceforth be identified by a common title. 
In 1956 Gomringer wrote a preface for a projected anthology of ‘Die Konkrete Dichtung’, which 
was to be supranational in range. At the end of the same year, the Noigandres group included 
their recent work in a large exhibition of Concrete Art at the Museum of Modern Art, São Paulo. 



from the influences of this first biennial, Cordeiro became one of the founders of 
the Ruptura Group established in 1952. Other members included Luis Sacilotto, 
Kazmer Fejer, Lothar Charoux, Geraldo de Barros, Leopold Haar and Anatol 
Wladislaw. Together they declared in a manifesto (Ruptura Manifesto, 
reproduced here on p. 26 and 27) their “opposition to materialism and figuration 
and their commitment to clear principles, as well as to rationality over 
expressionism.”3 Encouraging the use of industrial materials Ruptura was about 
multi-displinarity and discursiveness. The group’s manifesto ended with the 
words: “modern art is not ignorance, we are against ignorance.” While living in 
Italy between 1925 and 1946, Cordeiro was a political supporter of the Italian 
Communist Party and his political awareness also formed part of Ruptura. When 
Cordeiro stated that “culture only comes into being historically when it creates a 
unity among the ‘simple’ [people] and the artists and intellectuals”4, a close 
reading of Antonio Gramsci’s (a political theorist and a leader in the Italian 
Communist Party) notion of culture radiates. The new vision that would form the 
basis of the Brazilian movement in Concrete Art was finally manifest in the 1956 
National exhibition of Concrete Art organized by the Ruptura Group and held at 
the São Paulo Museum of Modern Art.5 Combining works by artists and poets, 
the show revealed the extent of Abstract-Geometric Art of a Constructivist and 
Concretist stamp within Brazil, featuring defining elements such as free use of 
geometric forms, attention to the presence of support material and in the case 
of poetry the combination of fragmentation with linearity. In the early 1960’s 
Cordeiro starts experimenting with everyday objects and materials appropriated 
from news media. It is from this time that his O Jornal (1964) survives. For this 
piece, Cordeiro took several copies of the daily Ultima Hora (21 October 1964), a 
leftleaning newspaper, and sliced their covers into strips, consequently 
reassembling the news message into a concrete poem, making the original 
imperceptible. A generic linguistic exercise, this piece can be considered his 
entry into Concrete Poetry. 
The digital advent was soon to follow. For Cordeiro the computer became a 
mean to finally liberate his practice from painting in the late 1960’s. He 
discerned in electronic art the possibility to form in a country of continental 
dimensions, such as Brazil, an artistic culture of national and international 
reach.6 The visual experiments done by means of computer calculation include 
The woman who is not B.B. (1971), which was inspired by a news media photo 

                                                                                                                                            
From this point their work was known officially as ‘poesia concreta.’” Stephen Bann, ed. Concrete 
Poetry, An International Anthology (London: London Magazine, 1967),7.  
 
3 Aracy. Amaral “Abstract Constructivist Trends in Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela and Colombia,” in 
Waldo Rasmussen, ed. Latin American Artists of the Twentieth Century (New York: Museum of 
Modern Art 1993). 
 
4 Amaral. 
5 illustration p. 8 
6 Annateresa Fabris, “Waldemar Cordeiro: Computer Art Pioneer,” Leonardo 30, no. 1 (February 
1997): 28 



of a young Vietnamese woman holding a boy in her arms and looking scared 
with her eyes wide open into the camera lens. The photo was taken during the 
Vietnam War and possibly culled by Cordeiro from a Time Life magazine 
published the same year7. In the title Cordeiro refers to Brigitte Bardot, a symbol 
of beauty at the time, who would have formed the counterpart image to the 
disturbing news footage coming from Vietnam. Using squared tracing paper 
Cordeiro marked the off-set of the original image with numbers 1-6, 
corresponding to the density of the black and white tonalities on each particular 
field. During this pioneering era, Cordeiro used an IBM 360/44 computer, and its 
printer, without viewfinder and without particular resources for graphics. After 
having marked the tracing paper with number codes, he entered the data 
combinations into a computer program using Fortran IV language, which upon 
completion printed out perforated cards. These perforated cards were then, 
accompanied by a programmed perforated card, re-inserted into the computer. 
When programming, Cordeiro decided to research the limits of the legibility of 
the image, maintaining 75% of the digits and alternating 25 by random choice. 
As the IBM made its calculations, the photographic image was transformed 
according to a predetermined algorithm and codified into seven levels of 
intensity disintegrating the image of the Vietnamese woman holding the boy. 
Thus in a point, which used to be denominated as 6, the value would now be 
calculated to either 1,2,3,4, 5 or 7.8 By collapsing and abstracting the original 
image Cordeiro equates the fate of the individual to the entire Vietnamese 
population, the woman represents not an individual experience only. From 
today’s perspective the discontinuous character of the image dots also refers to 
the fading presence of the Vietnam War in the collective memory. 
After organizing the exhibition Arteonica (at FAAP in São Paulo) addressing the 
creative use of electronic media in the arts in 1971, Cordeiro began research at 
the Centro de Computação do Instituto de Artes da Universidade de Campinas 
with the help of a group of computer programmers among them Raul Fernando 
Dada and J. Soares in 1972. During that time he created the series Gente (1973) 
(Engl. translation People) through a sequence of operations. Gente was based 
on a photograph depicting a multitude on Praça da Sé, one of the main squares 
in the centre of São Paulo and subsequently an important meeting place for 
public demonstrations during the years of military dictatorship in Brazil. This 
image was first translated into numerical language manually and by hand on a 
drafting board. Gente offers seven levels of image information - the 7 levels of 
different gray color density resulting in the superimposition of letters or 
alphanumerical characters can be identified in the original degree 0 (grau 0). 
Cordeiro then programmed the computer so the choice between dark and light 
spots diminished. During the process the intermediary variations were 
eliminated until the highest contrast between black and white was reached in 
                                                
7 conversation between Cordeiro’s daughter and the author in December 2010 
8 This logic has been sidelined for a short moment - by intention or mistake: the bottom 9 lines of 
the The woman who is not B.B. (1971) print correspond to the real image and can therefore be 
considered a pre-digital era scan. 



degree 5 (grau 5). Instead of a random operation, as was the case with The 
woman who is not B.B., here a simple algorithm calculates the image:    
in degree 1, reducing the information content to 6 different densities 
in degree 2, reducing the information content to 5 
in degree 3, reducing the information content to 4 
in degree 4 reducing the information content to 3 
and in degree 5 reducing the information content to 2 different densities, namely 
black and white.                     
To create his pieces Cordeiro needed a very specialized knowledge, that of a 
programmer, which served his belief in cultural democratization. He understood 
that the computer was going to facilitate the creative production of everyone 
who could have access to it. In other words, Cordeiro “believed that the use of 
computers would turn art into a popular achievement easily reproducible 
through software and transmissible overseas by telephone.”9  He did not 
witness the advance of the Internet. Cordeiro’s career has been short lived and 
terminated by his untimely death in 1973 in a period of discovery in 
Communication, Broadcasting and Computer art.   
Similarly to Cordeiro’s linguistic exercise Jornal (1964), Franz Mon created 
Schriftbildkorrespondenz in 1960, using an issue of Frankfurter Allgemeine 
Zeitung from April 6, 1960. Instead of employing various copies of the same 
newspaper, as was the technique of Cordeiro, Mon attributed page one the 
function of canvas, a sort of supporting structural carrier for the entire piece. 
The second page was then cut in slices and folded and glued on the lower part. 
Both works Jornal (1964) and Schriftbildkorrespondenz (1960) challenge the 
viewer to decipher original messages from the newspaper layout while 
experimenting with text and image fragments. While executing these first 
collages Mon became more interested in typography. Working with elements of 
language, such as the word, the syllable or letter, he engages media readily 
available to him: most importantly the typewriter, but also woodcut prints, then 
lead printing plates, and finally computers. Besides his own voice that he 
employed for a number of audio plays, the typewriter was the tool for the 
creation of his letter constellations of Concrete Poetry - in his case often 
conveying messages with a surreal connotation. According to Mon a single 
letter of a particular size at a particular location on paper of particular size can 
be a text. Producing these works Mon was not concerned with the quantity of 
content but rather with the relationship between letters and their compositions. 
In these Scriptural texts, as he calls them, he drew on letters, palindromes, 
repetitive patterns and graphic figurative constellations. While these conventions 
formed Concrete Poetry as we know it, Mon argues that ‘they already existed 
during the dark ages of the alphabet’.10 

                                                
9 Annateresa Fabris in Waldemar Cordeiro: Computer Art Pioneer in Leonardo Vol. 30 Vol 1 pp 
27-31, 1997, p.29  
10 in Franz Mon in “Scripturale Texte” in Franz Mon 1951 – plus, Weserburg Studienzentrum für 
Künstlerpublikationen und Universität Bremen, Kleine Reihe, Band 3, p.15 



Since the 1960’s and 1970’s his work has contained playful shifts when he 
began using images in his collages as a source element. Culling material from 
advertising and news media, Mon has not aspired to produce an oeuvre 
inherently critical of consumer society or German history as such. When 
confronted with such interpretation Mon usually replies “it can be [a particular 
interpretation] but could also be something completely different.”11 During the 
same time that he produced newspaper collages and typewriter works, Mon 
began to appropriate poster announcements into so called ‘press texts’ for 
which he laundered found posters in the washing machine and afterwards 
pressed them through a high-powered ironing board. It was also in this period 
that he began to produce his Streifencollagen (strip collages) and Reißcollagen 
(rip collages). In these pieces, he cut posters, magazine pages and newspapers 
into strips and circles, only to compose them afterwards in a different order. In 
contrast to the carefully executed collages and meticulously calculated 
typewriter pieces, Mon here introduces a factor of randomness. Letters 
exchange place with image fragments (in Roman einer Zeitung, 10.3.1973) or the 
bold head of a figure is covered with a collage with many lips and several eyes, 
the nose replaced by an anchor (in KEINE FIGUR, 1964). 
From these collages follow the Visual texts, which take their elements from the 
context of civil society. Again preference is given to images from the advertising 
and media landscape, prints, photo cut-outs, remains from newspapers, but 
also rejected products, remains, copies and covers. This time the appropriated 
imagery remains intact to some extend, it is through the combination of different 
images with text and letters that tension is established. ingresso bambini, 
6.9.1984 combines entrance tickets with a fragment from fruit juice packaging 
by the low cost Ja! Brand and income receipts, a torn apart cheque, calendar 
sheet and advertising images. In abtrennung 27.10.1984 a model presents a 
video camera next to a fragment of a food coupon the artists family received in 
1944. Creating analogies and juxtapositions, the images selected and their 
placing on the plain surface offer a myriad of readings.  
One of the larger installations Mon has created during his career is Moratorium 
für zwei Alphabete (1969) shown at the 35th Venice Biennial one year later. The 
piece was inspired by the death of Philip Blaiberg, the second human being to 
receive a heart transplantation. Blaiberg lived with the donated heart for 18 
months before passing away in Cape Town in August 1969. Moratorium für zwei 
Alphabete is centered on a symmetric set up, which results in an octagonal 
form. The root text is printed to appear on wall #1 and consists of 51 names and 
the statement ‘is dead’ in 11 European languages. The same content is repeated 
on the 6 other walls of the octagon, the eighth being the entrance. Yet the 
typefaces are superimposed and enlarged to cover the wall until no white is left 
and the black font covers the entire available surface on the last panel. Wall 2 
boasts 2 superimpositions wall 3 holds 3 and so on. The text on the floor is 
composed of 4 text strips from the originals appearing on wall 1. The text on the 
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ceiling is the negative of the floor text. This immersive installation has the 
characteristics of a labyrinth or  - as the title also indicates - a tomb. The use of 
language is intensified, every letter element clearly contributes to the 
construction of text, until the last wall is entirely black, the viewer looses 
orientation; Moratorium für zwei Alphabete provokes thoughts on the cycle of 
life but also on the dramatic increase of communication and use of language 
over the last century. 
A similar technique of intensification and reduction is applied in Mon’s book 
Maus im Mehl (1976). The title of the piece results from intuition not socio-
political motivation. In the first part of the book, one letter is removed after 
another from the text on the right-hand page. Starting with every M, then every 
a, u, s, i, e, h, l and so on. The letters are then copied to the left-hand page. This 
process is continued until all letters find themselves on the left page, and the 
right pageis empty. The second chapter of the portfolio edition consists of a 
number of prints where Mon has forcefully modified the printing plate with a 
chisel until the text is no longer recognizable. This print series is exhibited in 
reverse order, opening with indecipherable text and ending with a 
comprehensible one.  
Whereas Cordeiro shared a Marxist notion of culture and politics and the 
creation of discourse among fellow artists and the general public played an 
important role in his work, Mon has manifested the opposite attitude. His 
experience of propaganda and war during the Third Reich influenced his 
production. When approaching his work it is the viewer, who is ultimately 
responsible for interpretation while Mon, the author, withdraws from any sort of 
explicitly prescriptive conduct. Language and communication in the age of 
technology are topics that are approached from different viewpoints and 
through a variety of means. Differences and analogies between the two artists 
illustrate the engaged and experimental approach to an art that is geared 
towards the developments in technology, politics and culture during the second 
half of the XX century. Their work can be seen as a document of the past that 
still resonates today. ”The work of art is not an object, not a thing, but a 
proposal to man, a proposal to society”12 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
12 Recording of Cordeiro of May 16, 1970. In: Waldemar Cordeiro, CD-ROM, 2001 


